Bring listings to life
Sell your home faster with an immersive 3D tour from Matterport
Matterport’s immersive 3D tours are proven to attract more
online shoppers by enabling them to experience a property
as if they were really there. Since 92% of all home shoppers
begin their search online, it is critical you present your home
in ways that are interactive and visually engaging to capture
the attention of these online buyers... and Matterport is
proven to increase web engagement by up to 300%.
With Matterport, you also have the ability to generate 2D
snapshots, floor plans, measurements, and create guided
tours to show off a property exactly the way you want to.

Proof of concept
Buyers are 60% more likely to
email an agent and 95% more
likely to call about a property
listing they’ve seen online that
includes a Matterport 3D Showcase.
- REA Group, Australia’s largest
real estate website, May 2016

Frequently Asked Questions
1

How long does it take to scan a typical home?
A typical 2,000 sq.ft. home can be scanned in 60
to 90 minutes.

2

Is 3D Showcase compatible with my MLS?

Matterport offers branded and unbranded
versions of 3D Showcase for compatibility with
most MLSs.

3

Can I use it on my own site?

You or your webmaster can embed 3D Showcase
on your site, as easily as you embed a video
today.

What Agents and Brokers Say
“[Matterport] lets me highlight every
aspect of a property, which immediately made an impact. Several properties have gone under contract within
24 to 48 hours of posting online.

“[With Matterport] I am able to give
a higher number of potential buyers
realistic access to the home, ultimately bringing sellers more offers
and higher prices for their home.”

“Matterport provides the most
realistic sense of actually walking
through a property online, and is
the ideal platform to attract busy
and out-of-town buyers.”

- Vicky Santana, Agent, NextHome Santana Real Estate

- Michael Woodley, Broker,
LUXE Platinum Properties

- Addie Hall, COO, David Young
and Company
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